One solution, from front of house to back of house —
and everything you need in between.
G

et tools built for restaurants that work together to help shift
operations, ma imize margins, and save time.
x

Here’s why you should run your
restaurant on Square:
Working with a trusted partner

24/7 award-winning suppo
Thousands of restaurants run on Squar
Never miss a payment, even if your internet
goes down

Always know what you’re paying for
Fair pricing with no hidden fee
No commitments or misleading
contract
Save money by consolidating loyalty,
marketing, payroll, and banking with
Square
Save time by automating operation

Diners keep coming back

Connect to regulars with loyalty
program
Share updates and discounts via SMS or
email marketin
Understand customer behavior with
insights and guest profiles

Keep staff happy

Manage on-premise and off-premise orders
on one scree
Easily connect Square data to other systems
you use for less manual work

Train employees in minutes with an easyto-use interfac
Reduce errors with intuitive order entr
Convenient clock in/out, shift reporting,
and projected pay stubs
Payment processing in record time

Key Features

Turn tables faster with tableside
ordering and payments
Order entry made for speed and accuracy
Manage orders efficiently with KDS
Marketing
Gift cards
Online ordering and management
Robust restaurant reporting
Custom loyalty programs
Team Management and Payroll

“

Why restaurants switch to Square

When you take into account the
total cost of ownership, I was really
surprised at how affordable Square is.
The onboarding process was
amazingly simple and easy. There’s so
much that Square does for you, so we
didn’t really have to do too much. The
time saved is a huge factor”. 


— Chef John Perkins, Owner, Juniper


“

My first shift at Juniper I was still
training and we got busy, so I had to
hold down my section. I got to play
around with it for two minutes and
learned it quickly enough to do the
rest of my first shift.” 



— Denise W., Bartender

